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The objective of this work is to integrate parameters used by CAD
designers with high-fidelity analysis and optimisation.
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• Developed at Stanford University
• General purpose PDE solution
methods
• Range of numerical schemes




• Continuous Adjoint Solver
• Independent Gradient
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Surface Sensitivities
Flow sensitivity to surface obtained from adjoint solver (SU2)
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CATIA geometry 27 CATIA Parameters
Design Velocities Param.1 Design Velocities to Param.3
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Deform Surface
Use design velocities and mesh deformation module (linear
elasticity) to deform surface CFD mesh.
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Flow and Adjoint Solutions
Start the process by computing the flow and adjoint solution
and at the same time .....
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Geometric Sensitivities
CATIA geometry 27 CATIA Parameters
Geometry Sensitivity to Param.1 Geometry Sensitivity to Param.3
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Gradient Validation
Compute gradient for optimiser:
Optimiser returns updated parameter values, which is used to
create new CAD model and new design velocities calculated ...
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Onera Wing Drag Minimization
Transonic Test Case – Inviscid Calculation
M∞ = 0.8395;α = 3.06◦
min CD
subject to: CL > 0.283
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M∞ = 0.185;α = 6◦;Re = 2.51× 106;
Maximise L/D
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framework, SU2
• Model deformation and geometric sensitivities are calculated outside CFD
solver
• Alternative approach does not compromise optimisation efficiency with
respect to native parameterisations
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Q & A
Thank you for your attention
Questions Welcome
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